
May 4, 2915 
 

Od:  Veronica Grigera <vgrigera@worldbank.org>  

Do:  zbimar@mimuw.edu.pl <zbimar@mimuw.edu.pl>  

DW:  Cristian Aedo <caedo@worldbank.org> , Nina Arnhold <narnhold@worldbank.org> , Jessica Swan Cross 

<jcross@worldbank.org> , Julie-Anne M. Graitge <jgraitge@worldbank.org> 

 
 

Dear Professor Marciniak, 
  
Thank you once again for your positive response to our invitation and for agreeing to participate in one of 
the World Bank Group organized sessions to be held at the World Education Forum in Incheon, Republic 
of Korea on May 20 entitled, "'Quality Primary and Secondary Education: An Increased Focus on 
Learning." This session will address the proposed education post-2015 target which focusses on the need 
to ensure “that all girls and boys complete free, equitable and quality primary and secondary education 
leading to relevant and effective learning outcomes”.  A focus on learning and equity will be at the 
forefront of the discussion, which will bring light to the challenges and opportunities surrounding how 
education systems can provide all children with quality basic education that can enable them to learn the 
skills necessary to succeed in life and work. As a panelists in this session, we will ask you to partake in a 
conversation, moderated by a seasoned media professional, to share your knowledge and your country’s 
experience in this area, highlighting in particular strategies and priority areas that have helped in Poland’s 
recent reforms.  Attached is the latest event concept note for your reference. In the coming  we will be in 
touch with you to provide you with additional details on the session format and detailed run of show for 
the event.   
  
I’m copying my colleague, Julie-Anne Graitge who will be reaching out to you regarding logistics and 
travel for this upcoming event.  We ask that you kindly share the requested information as outlined in the 
World Bank Group speakers logistical note with Julie-Anne at your earliest convenience so that she may 
begin the travel booking process?  (Specifically, we need your full first and last name as they appear in 
your passport, your home address and phone number, nationality, date of birth, country of birth, and 
scanned copy of your passport bio page) 
  
Note that we attached two logistical notes – one for World Bank Group speakers and one general World 
Education Forum.  We as that you please review these and follow the instructions, specifically in relation 
to registration which is a multi-step process.  Feel free to reach out to us if you have any questions and 
again, thank you for agreeing to be part of this session.  We look forward to your participation in this 
exciting event. 
  
Best regards, 
Veronica 
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